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ABSTRACT

I. INTRODUCTION

All weather Satellite take images of the Earth
in selected spectral bands that are in both the
visible and the infrared portions of the
electromagnetic spectrum. In addition, many
Satellites provide different types of Satellite
Images which are Infrared, Visible and Water
Vapor Satellite Image. These three types of
imagery are important, and, in some cases, all
are needed to accurately interpret
atmospheric conditions. These Satellite
images contain information that are
important for weather forecasting and early
prediction of different atmospheric condition
such as typhoon, hurricanes etc. that can be
extracted by Content Based Image Retrieval
(CBIR). Association rule mining is applied to
these features to get the knowledge about the
weather. In this paper shows the frequent item
set of different cloud which are exist in three
different types of satellite image. This is done
by the image taken from the Website of Indian
Metrological Department of different day of
the same time.

Knowledge discovery from satellite image is
extraction of image data relationship, implicit
knowledge, or other pattern not explicitly
stored in images and uses ideas of image
processing, image retrieval, machine learning
database and data mining[2]. Challenge in
Knowledge discovery is to identify low level
feature containing in a pixel or group of pixels
in an image, or image can be effectively and
efficiently processed to identify high level
spatial object and relationships. Knowledge
discovery process may involves the steps of
image mining which are preprocessing,
transformation, feature extraction, Mining,
Evaluation and interpretation and obtaining the
final knowledge.
Satellite and satellite images
Satellite works as a messengers and observers
in the sky. They relay watch the weather,
telephones calls, guide ships and aircrafts and
carry out tasks that are impossible on the
ground [5].
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Satellite Images are pictorial representation
measuring the electromagnetic energy that is
recorded by a sensor but not by photography.
Photograph is normally taken within a certain
spectral range (visible light) whereas Satellites
take images outside this limited range[5].
Different Types of Satellite Images
Based on the Image Channel satellite Images
can be categorizes in of three types:
InfraRed Satellite Images: Infrared imagery
can show the amount of heat emitted by the
different cloud features and the surface of the
earth. Infrared images can also show clouds at
higher levels better because they are colder.
Infrared satellite can be measured by
brightness temperature. The areas that are
white are ones that are colder (emit less
infrared light), and areas that are dark are
warmer. Since temperature in the troposphere
decreases with height and high level clouds are
colder than low level clouds. The higher clouds
appear brighter and low clouds appear darker
on an infrared image [5][6][7].
Visible Satellite Images: Visible images can
show the visible light that is reflected off of
clouds and the surface of the earth. The Visible
imagery is only taken during the day, in the
area where the satellite is located. They show
can all types of clouds and are the best types of
images for seeing low level systems, which is
not able show up well on infrared imagery.
Visible satellite images provide the
information about cloud cover. White area
indicates clouds while shades of gray indicate
generally clear skies. Higher reflectivity (or
albedo) shows thicker clouds and appear
brighter than thinner clouds on a visible image.
It is difficult to distinguish among low, middle,
and high level clouds in a visible satellite
image, they can all have a similar albedo and
for this distinction, infrared satellite images are
useful [5][6][7].

Water Vapor Satellite Images: Water Vapor
satellite images show water vapor in the upper
troposphere. This is the only area of the
atmosphere which is generally important in
everyday weather forecasting. This type of
images are useful for pointing out regions of
moist and dry air, which provides information
about the swirling middle troposphere wind
patterns and jet streams. Greater area of
moisture in the mid can be represented by
brighter area on the image and upper level of
atmosphere. Drier area of moisture in the mid
and upper levels shows darker area. Very cold
air can also show up fairly bright [5][6][7].
II. METHODS USED IN FEATURE
IDENTIFICATION AND KNOWLEDGE
DISCOVERY
CBIR to extract the features
Content based image retrieval (CBIR) is a
method of retrieving images from a large
dataset of image. CBIR is based on the low
level visual features like texture, color and
shape. Similarities between the images are
calculated using the Euclidean distance.
│Q,T│=∑ │ωi - ti│……………(1)
Where
Q is query image and qi is low level feature of
Q. T is a certain image in database and ti is low
level feature of T. ωi is the weight factor [3].
Color Feature /Grey level Extraction: Color
Feature /Grey level Extraction represents the
distribution of the pixels in the image over the
gray-level scale. If each pixel is placed in a bin
corresponding to the colour intensity of that
pixel it is visualised. Then all of the pixels in
each bin are added up and displayed on a
graph. Histogram is a key tool in image
processing which is one of the most useful
techniques in gathering information of image.
It is used to view the contrast of an image. If
the grey-levels are well spread out, it defines a
high contrast image. Likewise if they
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concentrate near a certain level the image is
low contrast
Texture Feature Extraction: For Texture
Feature Extraction there are many techniques
which are used such as co-occurrence matrix,
fractals, Gabor filters, and variation of wavelet
transform.

The Satellite Images may look like an actual
picture of the Earth, a weather satellite image
is composed of thousands of points known as
pixels.

One of the most traditional techniques is Cooccurrence matrix for encoding texture
information. It describes spatial relationships
among grey-levels in a image. A cell defined
by the position (i, j) in this matrix registers the
probability at which two pixels of gray levels i
and j occur in two relative positions. A set of
co-occurrence probabilities (such as, energy,
entropy, contrast, Correlation, Homogeneity)
has been proposed to characterize textured
regions.
Shape Feature Extraction: Shape is an
important feature to identify and distinguish
objects in pattern recognition,. Descriptors of
Shape are classified into boundary-based (or
contour-based) and region based methods [18].
Knowledge Discovery using Association Rule
Mining
Association rule mining is one of the popular
and well researched method for discovering
interesting relations between variables. It is
intended to identify strong rules discovered in
databases using different measures of
interestingness.
IV. PROPOSED WORK
All the three types of Satellite Images (all of
the same time) are used in the proposed work.
These Images are Visible Satellite Image,
Infrared Satellite Image, and Water Vapor
Satellite Image. All three types of imagery are
important for different reasons, and, in some
cases, all three are needed to accurately
interpret atmospheric conditions [7].

Figure 1.1 Flow Chart of Proposed work

Most weather satellite images are collected in a
gray tone display. In this format, each pixel is
assigned a tone that represents a level of
energy (called the brightness value) sensed by
the satellite. The tone is white, black, or an
array of intermediate gray shades (known as
gray scale). Typically, there are 256 possible
brightness values or shades of gray in a
satellite image. Different features on the Earth
or in the atmosphere have different brightness
values, therefore the relative brightness aids in
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the identification of feature in a satellite image
[7]
.
In all types of imagery the degree of contrast,
or gray tone difference, between an object and
its background is important. The greater the
contrast, the easier it is to identify features in
satellite imagery. When contrast is poor,
enhancement techniques can be used to make
accurate interpretation easier. To enhance an
image, all the pixels in a specific range of
brightness values are highlighted to locate the
features of interest. For example, flood
forecasters use IR imagery to look for specific
cloud top temperatures that indicate heavy
precipitation. By highlighting all the pixels
with the corresponding brightness values, one
can locate the area within a storm where heavy
precipitation is most likely [7].
Finally, satellite images are often described in
term of their resolution. Resolution refers to
the size of the smallest feature that can be seen
in an image. Since one pixel is the smallest
element in an image, the area represented by
one pixel is equal to the image resolution. Each
pixel represents the average brightness over an
area. Image resolution is determined by the
satellite sensor, the type of transmission used,
and also type of display hardware used to view
the imagery.
Feature Extraction:
To extract the entire feature discussed above,
CBIR (Content Based Image Retrieval) is
used. CBIR generally retrieves the Image from
database based on Query Image. To retrieve
the images from database in CBIR, some
features are extracted based on color, texture
and shape from both, queried Image and
database image and then feature of both
images are matched. Those images that have
same feature as queried image are get
retrieved.

CBIR uses color, texture and shape to extract
or retrieve the feature from the image. In the
proposed work all the features will be extracted
using gray level color and texture. Shape
features will not be used to extract the feature
because cloud has no specified shape.
Feature extraction from Infrared Satellite
Image
Low cloud is extracted from an infrared
satellite image if maximum number of pixel in
the 255 bin is less than 4300 pixel. Likewise if
maximum number of pixel in 255 bin is greater
than 4300, the High Cloud is extracted from
the Image. This is decided by observing the
following table which shows the different
day’s images and there maximum no. of pixel
in 255 bin.
Feature extraction from Visible Satellite Image
Visible image gives two features which are
Thin Cloud and Thick Cloud. Thick cloud is
identified in image if there are no. of pixel in
255 bin is greater than 4300. Otherwise thin
cloud is existing in the image. The fixed
threshold is decided on the basis of observing
the first two images.
Feature extraction from Water Vapor
Satellite Image: Water Vapor gives two
features which are moisture and dry. Moisture
is identified in image if there are no. of pixel in
255 bins is greater then 4350. If number of
pixel in 255 bin is less than 4350, the drier
feature is extracted. The fixed threshold is
decided on the basis of observing the all the
images.
Knowledge Discovery using Association Rule:
All the features extracted from three types of
satellite image using CBIR are collected in a
table to create an Association Transaction
table. In this table row represents image ID and
column represents extracted feature from
satellite images. Any cell contains 1 if feature
exists in image otherwise 0. This table helps to
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get the knowledge about the weather.
Association Rule mining is applied on this
table which help to know that which event can
occur together.
V. RESULT

In table 5.1, all the feature that is extracted
from satellite images are shown and the last
column shows the expected result.
Table 1 Association Rule
High
Clou
d

Low
Cloud

Moisture

16_08

Y

N

Y

N

20_08

N

Y

Y

22_08

Y

N

23_08

N

24_08

Thick cloud=Y 7 ==> Moistured=Y Drier=N 7
<conf:(1)> lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)
Drier=N Thin cloud=N 7 ==> Moistured=Y 7
<conf:(1)> lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)

A. Association Table

Image
ID

Drier=N Thick cloud=Y 7 ==> Moistured=Y 7
<conf:(1)> lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)

Thick
Drier cloud

Thin
cloud

Rainfall

N

Y

No

N

Y

N

No

Y

N

N

Y

No

Y

Y

N

N

Y

No

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Yes

25_08

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Yes

26_08

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

No

29_08

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Yes

30_08

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Yes

The above table is showing the association
table in which columns are associated with the
extracted feature and the rows are associated
with image ID. Each cell in the table contain Y
or N. Y represents the Cloud Feature which is
specified in the table is exist in the image and
N represents not exist.
B. Association Rule
Minimum support: 0.75 (7 instances)

Thick cloud=Y 7 ==> Moistured=Y 7 <conf:
(1)> lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)
Moistured=Y 7 ==> Thick cloud=Y 7 <conf:
(1)> lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)
Thin cloud=N 7 ==> Drier=N 7 <conf:(1)>
lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)
Drier=N 7 ==> Thin cloud=N 7 <conf:(1)>
lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)

Drier=N 7 ==> Moistured=Y Thin cloud=N 7
<conf:(1)> lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)
Moistured=Y 7 ==> Drier=N Thin cloud=N 7
<conf:(1)> lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)
Moistured=Y Thick cloud=Y 7 ==> Thin
cloud=N 7 <conf:(1)> lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2]
conv:(2.1)
Minimum support: 0.35 (3 instances)
Thick cloud=Y 7 ==> Moistured=Y 7 <conf:
(1)> lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)
Moistured=Y 7 ==> Thick cloud=Y 7 <conf:
(1)> lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)
High Cloud=N 4 ==> Rainfall=No 4 <conf:(1)
> lift:(1.67) lev:(0.16) [1] conv:(1.6)
High Cloud=Y Thick cloud=Y 4 ==>
Moistured=Y 4 <conf:(1)> lift:(1.43) lev:
(0.12) [1] conv:(1.2)
High Cloud=Y Moistured=Y 4 ==> Thick
cloud=Y-------------------- 4 <conf:(1)> lift:
(1.43) lev:(0.12) [1] conv:(1.2)
High Cloud=Y Moistured=Y 4 ==>
Rainfall=Yes 4 <conf:(1)> lift:(2.5) lev:
(0.24) [2] conv:(2.4)
High Cloud=Y Thick cloud=Y 4 ==>
Rainfall=Yes 4 <conf:(1)> lift:(2.5) lev:
(0.24) [2] conv:(2.4)
High Cloud=Y Moistured=Y Thick cloud=Y
4 ==> Rainfall=Yes 4 <conf:(1)> lift:(2.5)
lev:(0.24) [2] conv:(2.4)
High Cloud=Y Thick cloud=Y 4 ==>
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Moistured=Y Rainfall=Yes 4 <conf:(1)>
lift:(2.5) lev:(0.24) [2] conv:(2.4)
High Cloud=Y Moistured=Y 4 ==> Thick
cloud=Y Rainfall=Yes 4 <conf:(1)> lift:
(2.5) lev:(0.24) [2] conv:(2.4)
High Cloud=N Moistured=Y 3 ==>
Rainfall=No 3 <conf:(1)> lift:(1.67) lev:
(0.12) [1] conv:(1.2)
High Cloud=N Thick cloud=Y 3 ==>
Rainfall=No 3 <conf:(1)> lift:(1.67) lev:
(0.12) [1] conv:(1.2)
Moistured=N Thick cloud=N 3 ==>
Rainfall=No 3 <conf:(1)> lift:(1.67) lev:
(0.12) [1] conv:(1.2)
Thin cloud=N 7 ==> Drier=N 7 <conf:(1)>
lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)
Drier=N 7 ==> Thin cloud=N 7 <conf:(1)>
lift:(1.43) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)
Low Cloud=N Thin cloud=N 4 ==> Drier=N
4 <conf:(1)> lift:(1.43) lev:(0.12) [1]
conv:(1.2)
Thin cloud=Y 3 ==> Drier=Y 3 <conf:(1)>
lift:(3.33) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)
Drier=Y 3 ==> Thin cloud=Y 3 <conf:(1)>
lift:(3.33) lev:(0.21) [2] conv:(2.1)
Drier=Y 3 ==> Rainfall=No 3 <conf:(1)> lift:
(1.67) lev:(0.12) [1] conv:(1.2)
Low Cloud=Y Thin cloud=N 3 ==> Drier=N
3 <conf:(1)> lift:(1.43) lev:(0.09) [0]
conv:(0.9)
Drier=Y Thin cloud=Y 3 ==> Rainfall=No 3
<conf:(1)> lift:(1.67) lev:(0.12) [1] conv:
(1.2).

C. Interpretation of association rules
An important conclusion of these rules is that
if High cloud, Moisture and thick cloud are
high then Rainfall is high.


These rules represents that if low
cloud, thin cloud and drier are low
then rainfall is low.



There is another possibility is that if
moisture and thick cloud is high then
rainfall is high.



These rules show the strong
relationship between High cloud,
thick cloud and moisture.



These rules also show the relation
between low cloud, thin cloud and
drier attributes.



Rainfall and moisture is associated
with thick cloud.



If thick cloud is exist in the visible
satellite image then there is possible
that moisture is available in the water
vapor image.



This is possible that if drier exists in
the satellite image then thin cloud is
available in the visible image.



High cloud is associated with the
moisture. This is possible that if high
cloud is high then moisture will also
high.



Thin cloud and low cloud are
associated with drier.
VI. CONCLUSION

Images are taken from the metrological
department of India which shows the
atmospheric conditions. Low level features are
identified for knowledge discovery using
Association rule mining algorithm of data
Figure: 1.2 Visualization of Input Data
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mining. This works will show which events
can happen together as a result.
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